ADVISORY SERVICES

AWN Incident Response Simulation Service

Assess Your Readiness to Respond to Security Incidents
Most companies are not immune to security incidents from
ransomware attacks, phishing emails, and other cyberthreats.
These attacks could result in your business grinding to a halt,
or a costly, massive data breach. Determine how prepared
your IT team is to detect and respond to incidents with a threat
Are you ready to handle
the next major cyberattack
that threatens to bring your
business to a grinding halt?

simulation exercise in a safe setting—before you are in the
middle of a real cyberattack. It’s similar to conducting a codered drill or an earthquake preparedness exercise to assure that
you can respond effectively in an emergency situation.
The Incident Response (IR) Simulation Service from Arctic Wolf Networks (AWN)
enables you to assess your IR readiness with the guidance of our security experts
who run the industry’s leading SOC-as-a-Service. We review your current IR plan or
develop one customized to your needs. We also run through live table-top exercises, and make recommendations on how to rapidly respond to a set of cyber-

Get started in
under two days!
• Further develop your IR
plan with the help of security
experts
• Safely assess your IR
readiness with table-top
exercises

threats, while addressing regulatory requirements that apply to your industry.

IR Assessment Tailored to Your Needs
Every company faces unique cybersecurity challenges based on the security controls
they have in place, and the security expertise of their in-house IT team to manage their
IT infrastructure.
The AWN IR Simulation Service leverages battle-tested best practices used by AWN
Concierge Security Engineers (CSEs) who have supported thousands of our SOC-as-aService end-users over the years. In addition, the AWN CSE customizes the IR simulation exercise to your IT environment, organizational structure, and compliance reporting
requirements for your industry segment.
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IR Simulation Workflow
The AWN Concierge Security Engineer performs the following tasks.
1. Onboard
•

Reviews IT network infrastructure documentation

•

Identifies list of customer contacts required for IR escalations.

2. Prepare

When you purchase more
than one IR simulation per
year, you are only charged
once for the onboarding and
preparation tasks.

•

Meets with stakeholders to schedule timing, and scope meeting

•

Identifies security incidents for the IR simulations

•

Sets up incident meeting plans with audio/video bridge

3. Run Simulation
•

Runs through each simulated incident

•

Documents performance of IR team

•

If time permits, runs through simulations of other incidents

4. Recommendations
•

Provides a report on effectiveness of IR processes

•

Recommends revised IR plan and trains customer’s IT team

•

Highlights any compliance-related issues that might arise as a result of the
IR testing conducted.

AWN Advisory Services Ensure Your Assets
Are Always Secure
Arctic Wolf Networks provides customized advisory services that leverage our experience
running the industry’s leading cloud-based SOC-as-a-Service platform. The AWN CyberSOC™ continuously monitors the network infrastructure of hundreds of customers and enables them to rapidly detect and respond to security incidents with actionable intelligence.
The unique value proposition of our IR Simulation Services includes:
•

Security Expertise: Our Concierge Security Engineers have experience hunting down
and triaging the most challenging security threats. We leverage IR best practices for
the top attack vectors we see across multiple customers.

•

Customized to Your Specific Needs: Once we monitor your IT infrastructure, we

gain comprehensive knowledge of your business risks and compliance requirements, and can customize IR plans to meet your exact needs.
•

Targeted to Your Organization: We take a well-rounded approach while defining
the IR plan, making recommendations on how your company’s internal (e.g. IT, legal,
marketing) and external stakeholders (e.g. auditors) should participate in the IR process.
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